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July       
24 RCGA Open League 10 

(Final) 
Briggs Field Pratley/ 

Carter 

The next generation of flyers? 

Aug       
7 Scale Slope TBA SSA 

27 Scale Aero tow  High St. 
Road 

SSA 

28 VARMS Trophy 1 (1.00pm 
start) 

High St. 
Road 

VARMS 

Sept       
4 F3F Slope Racing Mt Hollow-

back 
RCGA 

18 VMAA State Slope Champs Mt Hollow-
back 

VARMS 

25 RCGA F3B League 1 Sunbury RCGA 

25 VARMS Trophy 2 (1.00pm 
start) 

High St. 
Road 

VARMS 
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Send stuff for Aspectivity to: 
 

David Jones 
17 Aitken Street, Clifton Hill 3068 

9481 8516 / 0427 371442 
Better yet, Email to: 

aspectivity@hotmail.com 
 

Presidents Report  July 2005            Max Haysom 

The keyboard 
Your key should have your full name 
written clearly on it so that you can 
be easily recognised and contacted 
in case of a frequency clash. Mobile 
phone number is a good idea too. 

Cover Photo: Some of the students at Uni High with their planes  ..  Photo: Numb Thumbs  

Radio Interference at Briggs Field 
The testing has been continued, but no definitive answer yet. Peter Cossins has tested the signal 
strength of the various signals from the Dandenongs and there are some very strong signals that could 
affect our radios, but flight testing by Ray Cooper and a variety of receiver types has indicated that part 
of, if not all, of the problem is due to “overloading’ of the front end (input) of some receiver types. 
Older types of FM and SPCM types of receivers seem to be less affected. We have done some testing 
with a Schulze 835w receiver and while initial tests were encouraging, we need to do more testing with 
it at Briggs Field. There have been several crashes at Briggs in recent weeks but whether interference 
caused these is debatable as some part of the flight pack was damaged, or in doubt, and could not be 
tested.  Today, 25/6 I witnessed Leon Carlos’s Grunau Glider go out of control during a launch and it 
appeared to be interference although later testing indicated that the range available may be suspect and 
Leon was advised to have the set serviced before flying with it again. He was extremely lucky to get 
away with this episode. While there may be some doubters in regard to the interference it is Peter Cos-
sins, and my, opinion that “It is absolutely paramount that all flights are kept well within the bounds of 
the field. The further the receiver is from the transmitter, the easier problems can occur and we have 
seen that problems can still occur when the model is quite close.” 
I had requested, of Barry deKyper, representing the SSA, that the aerotow session scheduled for 25/6 be 
moved to another location or run an alternative event elsewhere, because of the threat of interference 
and the risk posed by the larger scale gliders and tugs. Despite our request, the event went ahead at 
Briggs. At this session there were many launches estimated to be well above the 1000 ft limit set by the 
Club. Similarly the returning tugs were straying well off to the East, very close to, and in some cases 
over, the Church and College in Cathie’s Lane.  I did not make a big issue of this on the day but I will 
put this issue to your committee, whoever they may be, as the Club should not be exposed to this level 
of risk again. Further, it appeared that there were far too many  ”spectators” standing around the pilot’s 
station during operations and at one stage a glider landed from the West almost amongst them. Colin 
Collyer wrote to the committee recently wherein he stated that “Flyer discipline (at Briggs) is not good, 
and is not likely to improve”. What do you, the members, want to do about this? Do you want to intro-
duce penalties? It is your field, and your lives, at risk. 
By the time you read this you should have received your committee’s proposal re the future Briggs 
Field arrangements and posted in your returns. As I write, we have already had a number of returns in-
dicating acceptance of the proposal. I hope to see you all attending the July General Meeting to hear the 
results of the proposal. 
The Annual General Meeting will follow immediately after the General Meeting. As well as the normal 
raffle there will be a special members “door” prize. If you are not there you cannot win, so come along 
and enjoy the evening. 
I would like to thank the other members of the Committee for the good work and support during the 
year. Thankyou also to the volunteers on the Training and Mowing rosters. Where would we be without 
these guys. 
 
That’s all for now. Happy Flying, wherever it may be! 
Max Haysom       

mailto:aspectivity@hotmail.com
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Mumblings from Numb Thumbs 
As noted below, we are trialing a new method of distributing the Electronic Edition of Aspec-
tivity.  Just log on to Loopy’s and my web site and click on  the  “Contact Us” link to find them.   
Anyone can access this web site and the AspectivitEE issues on it.  
You can just left click on the month you want and it will open up for you to look at and/or print 
or you can right click and choose “Save Target As..” to download it for more permanent storage 
on your computer.  Take your pick!  I think this method will be more suitable for those on 
slower internet connections. 
 
On a more serious note, I hope you have returned your voting paper regarding flying options 
for the club!  Also, please attend the Annual General Meeting this month to take part in the de-
cision making re the future of the club.  I am flying back from Queensland for it! 
 
Back to a lighter note, I have mentioned a few times the project running at Uni High with kids 
designing, building and eventually, flying their own planes.  There is an article on pages 8 and 
9 of this issue about it.  The flying day was June 24th at Briggs Field.  Despite the incredible 
fog, a great time was had by all.  Once again, a heart felt thanks to Ian, Colin and Jim for giving 
up a day to help these students make a start on what may, hopefully, be a new pastime, away 
from X-Boxes and TV’s!!  That is what our sport is all about, helping others to enjoy what we 
get a huge amount of pleasure from. 
 
Cheers 
 
Numb Thumbs 

THE TRAINING DATES FOR 2005 ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
 

 JUL 3, 17, 31    
 AUG 14, 28    SEP 11, 25        OCT 9, 23        NOV 6, 20       DEC 4 

Training Radio Frequencies are:    605   641   643 

Trial of new delivery method for 
The Electronic Edition, “AspectivitEE” 

 
This month we are trialing a new delivery method for the Electronic Edition. 

You can DOWNLOAD it or VIEW it from Loopy’s and my web site: 
 

http://www.numbthumbsandloopy.net 
 

Along with all the electronic back issues. 
 

It is in the form of a PDF file, readable with Adobe Acrobat Reader, a free 
download from http://www.adobe.com and on most computer magazine disks 
The Electronic Edition is in full colour and will have links to websites and email 

addresses.  It will also have extra pages of photographs.   
You can print out the Electronic Edition whenever you want, and in colour.   

The Electronic Edition is a file of around 1 to 5 MB, depending upon 
contents. 

http://www.numbthumbsandloopy.net/Feedback.htm
http://www.numbthumbsandloopy.net
http://www.adobe.com
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL MEETING OF  10.06.2005 
Glen Waverley Primary School 

-.Comm. 8.20 P.M. 
.Apologies: –David Pratley, Martin Hopper, &Les Berryman.. 
New members and Visitors:  One new member.& one visitor. 
February Meeting Minutes – accepted as read. 
Matters arising – Nil. 
Correspondence In- - Various incl.. , VMAA Exec,. Committee minutes for May.05 – 
Matters arising – Nil 
Correspondence out-  Nil 
President’s Report: 
Radio Interference at Briggs field. – Problem has escalated from a point some 5 weeks ago, when Ray 
Cooper reported total loss of control of test model. –Matter reported to VMAA and MAAA and situation be-
ing investigated by small team including Professor Greg Egan & Ray Cooper from Monash University& 
president Max Haysom – no meaningful answer at present but VMAA have allocated funds to permit further 
testing - possibility that modified receivers may be the answer. More detail on progress to be announced at 
the next Club General Meeting 
Registrar- 237 paid up members at present Club fees for 2005/6 a net reduction of $8 overall -  
Club Training. – 
Recommended standard of at least Bronze Wing qualification for all solo flyers be adopted 
Contest Director - No Report David Pratley -away at Jerilderie Open Thermal Contest weekend. 
VARMS Trophy - 23 participants through the year – fun competition very much enjoyed by those entering. 
Prizes awarded by Ian Slack: 
!st Prize – Bruce Clapperton. 
2nd prize - Colin Smith 
3rd prize – Maurice Lloyd. 
Encouragement awards – Frank O’Neill  Ian Pearson. Mel Wood & Paul Jackson. 
Treasurer.  Club Accounts in good shape  Current Account $5785 accs closed off for 30 June,2005.  
Editor Thanks for articles and fantastic photos from Russell Naughton. 
Round The Shops. –Ian Slack - David Pratley – good range of Hyperion RVS Chargers and speed con-
trollers. 
Roj’s Hobbies Hi Tech Rx sets at keen prices & Multiplex Easy Star kits at good prices 
Budget winch kits. –David Pratley to investigate feasibility and cost of producing a budget winch kit at rea-
sonable price for intermediate standard glider flyers.. 
Special Interest Groups 
Scale Glider Group: Contacts  Colin Collyer –& David Down - .problem with suspension of power flying 
from original power strip to east of field. Flying in abeyance meanwhile 
General Business: 
 
The future of Briggs Field. 
Report by Max Haysom 
VARMS has become a Glider & Sports Power Club 
We have 2 YEARS  to find & prepare a suitable unhindered site for Club use. Meanwhile we have to make the 
hard decisions on what flying operations should be permitted at the field and what restrictions need to be 
applied to ensure the safe operation of all aircraft within the field boundaries. ALL pilots must operate with 
a degree of discipline not exercised before. To ensure that safety issues are observed at all 
time. 
Two Major issues must be decided by the Club Membership as a whole. 
1) Do we want to retain I/C and electric type power models? 
2) Do we want to place limits on type and size of model operations at the Field? 
Definitions- Glider-non power assist with launch by bungee or winch. Power aircraft – includes power 
assist and electric models. 
Members’ views summary. 
David Hipperson – Electric aircraft should be designated as power aircraft –But any separation of power 
& glider operations will conflict with aerotow operations at Field. separation conflicts  
Ross Peasley- power & electric flyers much more flexible – often there for short periods – glider flyers 
more often there for several hours. – no need to separate these operations –no conflict! 
John Gottschalk – Size of models flown an important issue – safety issue a matter of common sense. 
VARMS initially primarily a glider club. – power a” pariah”- but now accepted an integral part of club opera-
tions-structural changes must be made for safety in aerotow operations 
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"Grass" Hopper has gone walkabout.  
 

Until further notice enquiries  
regarding the mowing roster should be 

directed to  
Keith Heale on  

9509 6829. 

Mowing Roster  
Ian is crook 

The  
Treasurer’s  

Report  
will be  

available at the 
AGM on  
July 8th. 

Get Well Soon! 

Bruce Robinson       9887 8996          2-Jul 

Brian Martin             9878 2170            9-Jul 

Greame Hollis          9739 4886          16-Jul 

Ross Peasley          9877 2215          23-Jul 

Brian Spencer          9878 7207          30-Jul 

Kev. Robertson        9796 5604         completed 

Keith Heale  95096829           11-Jun 

Jim Norman             9802 7155         18-Jun 

Jim Baker                9803 2185          25-Jun 

 
Minutes of General Meeting, 10.06.2005 Continued: 
 
John Bird. – Public perception of Club operations – safety issues paramount. – perceived danger or incon-
venience to driving public – perception of models flown at or near public places seen as inherently danger-
ous. – airspace control over Briggs Field paramount. .Public  perception of our overall operations a vital is-
sue. 
Colin Collyer. – early history of Club as purely glider orientation. Power introduced initially on basis of 
aerotow operations – later expanded to include sports flyers. Power flyers use field as convenient base. 
Glider flyers have no other alternative but Briggs Field. All other clubs actively exclude glider operations. 
Henry Wolmuth – little mid week glider flying at Field –reluctance to exclude power flying ,as otherwise 
the field will be regarded by parks as totally under utilised. Alternative site of Police paddocks –inherent 
dangers in use of this field as alternative flying site. 
David Hipperson – Club cannot return to pure glider operations – progressively less influence on Parks 
Vic. in use of field. – in any event power flyers primarily involved in mowing operations at Field. 
Michael Lui discussion of power/glider operations really a divisive issue. We need to focus on club activi-
ties ,to ensure all flying activities at Briggs Field are compatible with Eastlink operations – safety issues 
paramount. – manage the problem rather than exclude classes of models. 
Tim Lennon – should not focus on the philosophy of Club operations-vital issue how to manage field com-
patibly with Eastlink operations until a better alternative flying site eventuates. – new requirements – how 
do we manage flying safely in restricted air space? 
Ross Peasley. – suggestion of day separation – Saturday glider and Sunday power (including Electric fly-
ers) proposed strip should be capable of use by both groups, with sensible management. – field usage by 
glider flyers minimal during week. 
Jim Norman – power flyers – new strip proposed ,ideal for operations – what is the problem? 
 
Where do we go now? 
The Committee will be contacting all members. 
 
Meeting Finished 9.55 P.M. 
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From the 400 Factory                                                                      David Hipperson 

  
    Plane Thinking, weighty matters                                                   David Hipperson 
  
   It was with some horror I recently realised that I’ve been building model aircraft for well over fifty 
years so I hope you’ll forgive a degree of self indulgence and perhaps allow me to pass on the odd hard 
learned lesson and a few anecdotes. 
   I know that I occasionally bang on about weight in the electric columns but I’m always surprised 
when a modeler tells me that he doesn’t know how much his model weighs and in some cases doesn’t 
even own a set of scales. While I may not be as addicted to weight reduction as some E-flight modellers 
but there is a truism that with few exceptions a light model will invariably fly better than one built 
heavy. 
     I was at a scale meeting more than a few years ago in the U.K when some prawn was holding forth 
about how his .60 powered Hurricane, built from a Brian Taylor plan, was a “heap of c…p” to fly, a to-
tal waste of time and should never have been published etc. etc. Little was he aware that Brian could 
overhear this discourse and with somewhat more sang froid than I could have mustered asked said 
prawn how much his Hurricane weighed. After some hemming and hawing the prawn muttered “About 
eleven pounds”. “Ah!” said Brian. “Mine weighs six and three quarters.” and wandered off leaving a 
now pink prawn in his wake. The lesson is obvious, the same model built with a 75% higher wing load-
ing may not fly anywhere near as well as the lighter version. 
    The other thing that my first go at a big model taught me is that weight build up can be insidious. 
Back in the early eighties I’d just got my hands one of the earliest .90 four strokes and up till that time 
this was the biggest motor I’d owned. As it roared away on the bench with a 16” prop on the front it 
really made me come to attention. I’d scaled up a well tried plan for a Luton Minor and thought this 
would be absolutely spot on. It probably would have been if stupidity hadn’t taken over. My mind kept 
dwelling on the gobs of power the .90 seemed to possess so I overbuilt the Luton letting the weight 
creep on by using the excuse it would absorb the vibration and so forth. By the time I’d finished I think 
the fuselage would have been better suited to driving in fence posts rather than flight. Come the day of 
the first flight and the poor old beast staggered round for about two circuits before falling out of the air.  
Another one consigned to that great rubbish bin in the sky. 
    Talking of falling out of the sky takes me back even further to the British Nats at Hullavington 
around 1960. My mate and I traveled the forty or so miles there in his 1934 Austin 7 which was quite an 
adventure in itself. We parked the car sauntered down the flight line towards the radio scale. Bear in 
mind that back then radio control just wasn’t what it is today. Completing a flight could be a matter for 
congratulation and in scale you could practically win if you could fly the model around a few times and 
land without crashing. We could see a Douglas Dauntless in the air but as we watched it performed just 
like the dive bomber it was by nosing over and plunging straight down onto the top of the PA van (a 
Commer if memory serves) unfortunately without a pull-out. Instant tragedy as it exploded into what 
seemed like a thousand pieces. The pilot, however, seemed unfazed by this and with the help of the 
onlookers meticulously collected every tiny piece. Later we saw him sitting in the middle of a big tarp 
with them spread all round and apparently he reassembled the whole thing over the next twenty four 
hours and remember that this was with balsa cement, no cyano. This was the first time I came across 
Dave Platt and afterwards I forever remembered his patience. 
   At about the same time I was lucky enough to be apprenticed at the Aeroplane and Armament Experi-
mental Establishment at Boscombe Down and if you loved aircraft the way I did this was the next best 
thing to going to heaven and still being alive. In my day the front line fighter for the RAF was the Light-
ning and the equivalent bombers were the Vulcan and Victor and here I was as a young bloke being en-
couraged to crawl all over them. 
    Though it sounds like an old fart story the work could be hard and our apprentice masters were al-
ways demanding but they needed to be as, quite literally, lives depended on it. As “sprogs” the messy 
and usually unpopular jobs always came our way and there is nothing quite the same as being told to 
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crawl up a jet intake or change an inverter on a Comet in semi-darkness braced on your feet and shoul-
ders with a torch held in your teeth. Then again there was nothing quite so exciting as being at the gun 
butts when Aden cannons were being fired or watching “your” aircraft take off on another sortie. 
    In those days Britain still had an aircraft industry that wasn’t lumped under the one name of British 
Aerospace. Many of the famous names such as Avro, De Havilland, Handley Page, Gloster and English 
Electric were still relatively independent companies and for me this was a magical time but like all who 
live through such times you don’t appreciate it as much as you should while it’s going on. O.K, the air-
craft weren’t as fast as they are today nor were they stealthy but they possessed a charisma and individu-
ality. Like the cars of that era each one had it’s own characteristic smell and feel and back then I could 
recognise a type blindfolded. 
    As an experimental station we were at the cutting edge technically, but there were no computers or 
calculators as we know them now so we had to use the dreaded slide rule when it came down to com-
plex calculations and a pencil and paper for everything else. Fact was that a knack for maths just had to 
be developed whether you liked it or not, but strangely, after a while, you instinctively got to know what 
you were doing and where you were going. This has sort of stayed with me through the years and I can’t 
help myself slipping from Metric to Imperial or vice versa but just using whatever is most convenient at 
that moment. 
    The bit I didn’t appreciate at the time of course was that this was all changing and we were transition-
ing from aircraft like the Meteor which still had cables and rods controlling the surfaces through to pure 
hydraulics and then the fly by wire electrics of the modern era. Those of us, and I was one, who were 
privileged to watch the development of the TSR2 were stunned by the fact that when it landed a com-
puter could be plugged in and it would carry out all the, what we now call, diagnostics on the aircraft. 
Of course the computer was the size of a small caravan and towed by a truck but back then this was like 
something out of science fiction. 
    I left Boscombe to go into private industry where I worked on blind flying aids and weather satellites, 
interesting and better paid but not earth shattering and it never took your breath away. When in the UK 
last Jan and I drove past Boscombe but as we looked down on the field from the top of Beacon Hill all 
we could see were the hump backs of NATO shelters and what looked like a few Tornados. The magic 
had disappeared and all I had left were memories. 
 
David Hipperson 

The Gate 
The access gate on High Street Road must be closed and securely padlocked at all 
times except on those Sundays when a Training day or Open Glider Competition 
day is scheduled. Do not just loop the chain through the gate. 

Club Garments 
David Pratley 9887 0558 

 

Flying Jacket  $ 46.00     
Windcheater  $ 28.00    

 

Polo Shirt  $ 21.00          
Cap $ 12.00  

 

Sew-On Badge $ 7.00  
 

Minimum orders may apply on some items   
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Since the start of the school year 
there has been a project going at 
University High School, Parkville, 
involving a group of Year 9 students 
in the process of designing and 
building remote control aircraft.  
The program was run by a teacher, 
Aldo Marotta and myself—I am the 
IT Services Coordinator at the 
school. 
The project came to fruition on Fri-
day, June 24th at Briggs Field when 
12 Uni High students and two teach-
ers joined Ian Slack, Colin Smith, 
Jim Baker and myself at High Street 
Road to fly their creations and have 

some fun. 
The project, as put to the 
kids, was to design, construct 
and fly a remote control air-
craft based loosely on the 
FoamFly “Blue Frog”, a slow 
flyer/park flyer  electric 
pusher made from Fan Fold 
Foam.  Since Fan Fold Foam 
is virtually impossible to find 
in Australia, we chose 6mm 
white Depron as the con-
struction material.  Propul-
sion was by a GWS IPS-A 
motor/gearbox driving a 
GWS 9x6 prop.  We used Hi-
tec 6 channel receivers, and 
Flash5x transmitters, Poly-
Quest 1100 mAh 2S LiPo’s 
and a 10 amp speed controller.  Roj’s Hobbies gave a good deal on the radio gear.  The students 
were given a large sheet of paper with a set of fixed positions marked on it.  These were: 
The shape, angle of attack and position of the wing 
The position and relative angle of the tail feathers with rough sizes 
The position and angle of the motor mount 
Rough position of the nose and belly of the plane. 
We mass produced the wing sections by  “cooking” on a jig in an oven and gave the students 
two wing panels each which they then made into a simple wing with flat centre panel and two 
dihedral end panels. 
I showed the students a “Blue Frog” and a “Park Shark” which are both based on the “Blue 
Frog” design.  The students then supplied their imaginations and came up with a first draft 
plan which was either approved or sent back for a “reality check”.  The resulting designs in-
cluded a veritable menagerie of animal based designs including a killer whale, dolphin, Frie-
sian cow and flying pig.  There was also a racing car, a clown and some very interesting ab-
stract designs. 

Muckin’ about with planes                           Numb Thumbs 

http://www.foamfly.com
http://www.foamfly.com
http://www.foamtasticmodels.com/prod01.htm
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The students then cut the one to one scale 
drawings into plans and cut out the foam.  
Next step was to turn a collection of bits of 
foam into a plane. 
Maiden flights were made on the school oval, 
resulting in some very exciting flying!  Some 
of the planes flew extremely well first up and 
some required a lot of work to make flyable! 
The students, meanwhile, had been working 
on their flying skills on school computers us-
ing the FMS freeware flight simulator and 
“flying” the “Blue Frog”, “Park Shark” and 
Multiplex “EasyStar” virtual models.  I loaned 
a fake transmitter which can be plugged into 
the computer to give  an authentic controller 
for their flight practice. 
On the Wednesday before the trip to HSR, Aldo and I took the students to Royal Park for some 
real flying on the EasyStar on a buddy box system.  The students all had a fly and most did ex-
tremely well for first timers.  This showed the great benefit of getting “stick time” on a simula-
tor as they had a good grasp of what stick does what and how to move it.  They also knew what 
to expect from the plane as they had all “flown” the EasyStar on the simulator.  Several stu-
dents also flew their own planes briefly at Royal Park. 
Two days later, on the Friday, we set off from Uni High in glorious sunshine looking forward to 
a great day’s flying.  By the time we hit the freeway we were in heavy fog which continued right 
to Briggs Field and hung around until we started packing up at 1:00pm! 
Ian and Colin took the students flying on their own models with buddy boxes so they all got 

some good stick time on the planes they 
had spent a whole semester creating.  
They managed to get all the planes to fly 
quite well.  Ian and I then took the stu-
dents flying on the club gliders with Jim 
Baker doing a great job running the winch 
for us. 
The kids had a ball flying their planes and 
watching some other planes being flown 
by Colin, Ian and myself.  Colin threw my 
EasyGlider around the sky while the stu-
dents watched in awe.  Colin certainly 
seemed to be enjoying himself!  He also 
had fun with the Blue Frog and its clones.  
He seems to be thinking of a “Class Rac-
ing” setup with Frogs doing low level ob-
stacle  courses—should be a heap of fun!  
Colin will probably want a “Loop-to-Land” 
component! 
Aldo and I have learnt a lot during this 
exercise and will be doing it with another 
class next year and then probably two 
classes the year after—just in time for 
Loopy to get to Year 9!  A huge thanks 
to Ian, Colin and Jim and to the club 
for the use of the field and planes! 
 

Numb Thumbs 

http://www.foamtasticmodels.com/prod01.htm
http://www.foamfly.com
http://www.multiplex-rc.de/
http://n.ethz.ch/student/mmoeller/fms/index_e.html
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Jerilderie was as usual a great event.  Carl Strautins showed his full potential by winning all of 
his heats and had to drop 1000 points to finish up the winner on 6000 points. 
Due to the weather the start was delayed until after lunch time on the Saturday and only one 
and a half rounds were completed.  Sunday's weather was very kind and the event progressed 
to half way through round seven. 
Monday was beset with very low cloud and in the end there was only enough time for the last 
three heats of round seven to be completed. 
While the weather prevented more flying from happening, pilots had a much more sociable 
Jerilderie than usual and used the time to great advantage. 
On Saturday the LSF Annual General Meeting was held during the rain instead of in the early 
evening.  Later on the Lions Club provided a very good meal to everybody and also enhanced 
the evening by bringing meals to the tables instead of people having to queue as in past years.  
This kept the conversation and wine flowing smoothly.  A raffle was held in aid of the Austra-
lian F3B team and a talk by last years Australian F3J team about their experiences in Canada 
completed the evening. 
 
This years Jerilderie was also the selection trial for the team to go to next years F3J world 
championships.  The three successful aspirants were Carl Strautins, Mike O'Reilly and Mat-
thew Partlett.  Australia will have four pilots in Slovakia next year being these three plus de-
fending world champion David Hobby. 
In order, the top 10 place getters were 
 
Carl Strautins 6000 
Gregg Voak  5979 
Mike O'Reilly5975 
Matthew Partlett5973 
Matt Lowe 5970 
Ross Ginder  5966 
Gerry Carter5964 
David Hobby 5960 
Matthew Wood5954 
Tim Kullack   5953 
 
Once again the organisation went very smoothly and I am sure that all pilots will make the trip 
to next years event if at all possible. 
 
Gerry Carter 

A brief report on Jerilderie 2005 ... 

The Flightline, Jerilderie, 2005 
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Jerilderie 2005 

Scott Lennon with his Mojo 

Anyone see a thermal?? 

David Hobby, resting his eyes... 

Gary and Darryl dorking one in  
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Those of us who read last months Aspectivity could have hardly failed to notice that the future 
of Briggs Field and its use by VARMS members would be thoroughly discussed. To attend and 
add your individual comments / thoughts was your right as a member, and some very valued 
and varied comments were aired.  
 
However, the fact is that less than 25% of the current membership actually attended the meet-
ing. I counted 58 attendees including committee members and I believe the total number of 
members was read out as 237...so you do the math's.   
 
Now, I see this as a magnificent vote of confidence in your committee insomuch that 
the majority of members knew they could rely on the elected committee to resolve the upcom-
ing new road and subsequent re-organisation of the field  to the best advantage of the mem-
bers. 
 
The fact that I overlooked, and I think a lot of us tend to forget, is that the Committee is made 
up of volunteers….there are no honorariums or inducements, they volunteer because they want 
to give something back to the club as a whole, and are prepared to donate considerable time 
and effort on behalf of the club. You only have to attend a committee executive meeting to see 
this at work, points are raised, discussed and thrashed out to the majority vote. ( blimey, did I 
do that for 6 years ????) 
 
It is a sad fact that lawnmowers and whippersnippers are nowadays an acceptable intrusion on 
the eardrum of the masses, it would seem, but not our infernal flying machines….crazy but 
true, unfortunately. There are even documented cases of complaints against the noise gliders 
make...in fact years ago I was in a club that had this actually happen. Personally, I think the 
days of  “the inner suburb flying field’s” are rapidly coming to an end  as we know them. I/C 
powered aircraft and even the humble 2 channel glider will have to seek fields further afield, 
well away from human habitation.   
 
As I see it, the best thing we can do to ensure the future of our field is to use the field at every 
opportunity, whatever we fly….commit aviation …...lots of it.  
 
Once again ...Thanks Committee...keep up the good work about our field. 
 
See you on the slope, while they are still available and before the birds make too much 
noise……. 
 
Colin Smith   

  The members show their confidence in their committee 
……..well, I think they did. 
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Don’t Forget! 
Third Annual VARMS Stand Off Scale Competition 

August 2005 General Meeting 

Plans for Sale 
Inventory of Plans 
 
Scale 
 
ASW 17 (Geoff Pentland) 
 
MiniMoa (C. Williams) 
 
Slingby T46 (RCME) 
 
Libelle 
 
 
Thermal 
 
Blackhawk (Joe Wurts design for the kit) 
Steppe 3  (O’Reilly) 
Standard Martini (Martin Simons) 
Gentle Lady (From the Goldberg kit) 
Chieftain (RCME) -  2.5m wing span (best second 
model) 
Medicine Man (RCME) - 3.6m wing span (cross-
country version of the Chieftain) 

Angelina (RCME) light weight high aspect ratio - very 
pretty. 
Crossfire  - Bob Champaign design (LSFV 2 times) with 
foam beds for wings. Absolutely competition winning 3 
m 3 channel. Winchable.  
 
I have built and flown all these thermal gliders since 
1983. 
 
 
Slope 
 
Ridge Rat 
 
 
I want to pass on these plans to glider builders. Price is 
negotiable. The main condition is that the glider be 
built. 
 

Richard Weil 
 
Telephone: 0412530024 

Great little idea from Colin Smith 
Definitely in the “Necessity is the 
Mother of Invention” category! 

 
The “One Piece Plane Holder” 

Perfect for those EPP slopies and PSS 
models! 

Advertisement 
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All material published in Aspectivity is the copyright of the author of the article. 
Opinions expressed in Aspectivity may not represent the views of VARMS Inc. the Editor or the 
Printer. 
VARMS Inc., the Editor and the Printer accept no responsibility for the accuracy of content. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Current Members:                       If you change your address, please notify the Registrar and VMAA, 
                                                                      so that we can maintain the correct addressing of this Newsletter. 
Potential Members:              If you are interested in joining VARMS, or learning more about our     
                                                                                                                                         activities, please contact the Secretary, or other Committee member. 
 

 
 
VARMS (Inc.) was formed in 1968 to get together aero-modellers who were interested in    
building and flying radio controlled gliders.  Members fly at many places, but have a home field 
on High Street Road, Wantirna South (Melways Map 72, C1), where training classes are free to 
all and are held on Sunday mornings, generally on a fortnightly basis.  Exact dates and times are 
posted on the field gate. 
 
VARMS organises regular competitions in both Slope and Thermal Soaring, for many kinds of 
radio controlled gliders, ranging from fun-fly models to competition models and scale replicas. 
 
General Meetings are held on the SECOND FRIDAY of each month (except January) - at the 
Glen Waverley Primary School Hall, in High Street Road, Glen Waverley (next to McDonalds on 
the corner of High Street Road and Springvale Rd.).  Meetings start at 8:00pm and visitors are 
welcome.  Formalities are usually followed by lively discussions on matters of interest to all 
modellers. 
 
 

Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring 

   Aspectivity 

  If undelivered return to: 
  P.O. Box 4096 Knox City 3152 

 President  Max Haysom..........................................................9801 3899 
 & Site Liaison 
 Secretary   Roger Stevenson....................................................9830 8293 
 Treasurer   Ian Pearson    ........................................................5996 5019 
 Contest Director     TBA.......................................................... 
 Editor - Aspectivity  David Jones..........................................9481 8516 
 Ordinary Member  David Weller..........................................9546 6663 
 Ordinary Member  Martin Hopper.......................................9873 8256 
 Ordinary MemberDavid Pratley..........................................9887 0558 
Registrar   Ian Slack…..............................................................9489 3001 
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Some more 
happy snaps 

from  
Jerilderie  

2005 
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The  
Next  

Generation 


